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Abstract—Manufacturing strives to reduce waste and increase Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE). When managing machine tool maintenance a manufacturer must apply an appropriate decision technique in order to reveal hidden costs associated with production losses, reduce equipment downtime competently and similarly identify the machines’ performance.

Total productive maintenance (TPM) is a maintenance program that involves concepts for maintaining plant and equipment effectively. OEE is a powerful metric of manufacturing performance incorporating measures of the utilisation, yield and efficiency of a given process, machine or manufacturing line. It supports TPM initiatives by accurately tracking progress towards achieving “perfect production.”

This paper presents a review of maintenance management methodologies and their application to positional error calibration decision-making. The purpose of this review is to evaluate the contribution of maintenance strategies, in particular TPM, towards improving manufacturing performance, and how they could be applied to reduce downtime due to inaccuracy of the machine. This is to find a balance between predictive calibration, on-machine checking and lost production due to inaccuracy.

This work redefines the role of maintenance management techniques and develops a framework to support the process of implementing a predictive calibration program as a prime method to supporting the change of philosophy for machine tool calibration decision making.

Keywords—maintenance strategies, down time, OEE, TPM, decision making, predictive calibration.

I. INTRODUCTION

Effective maintenance management is critical to the operation of the machines. Taking into consideration various concepts of programs, managers may plan and undertake maintenance activities proactively or reactively. A reactive approach initiates maintenance activities after some failure or problem occurs. This approach is typical for traditional manufacturing organisations where maximum throughput is the highest priority or where there is low investment in reconfiguring manufacturing systems. Due to growing pressure on manufacturing companies for improvements on productivity, industrial companies’ maintenance managers take preventive measures before crises occur in order to maintain machine tool availability. In general maintenance terms, this means ensuring that production continues to run. With respect to the positional accuracy of the machines, tighter tolerance demands from customers, means that maintaining the quality performance of individual machine tools is essential to avoid expensive rework or scrap, with the detrimental impact this has on rate of product output. As the name implies, a proactive maintenance approach uses well-defined preventive measures to prevent failures and shutdowns.

This paper is oriented towards predictive calibration as a proactive approach for eliminating production failure due to machine tool inaccuracy. The problem of the decision-making process is discussed, leading to the importance of making distinctions between reaction to incidents and the need for on-machine checking and preventive and predictive calibration.

The article presents various maintenance management approaches and how these can be applied to achieve competitive advantage by reducing machine tool downtime. It explores, by means of a review, which maintenance management strategies are used and how they are selected. It refers to the authors’ previous work [1, 2] which proposed a model to help selection of the most cost effective machine tool measurement policy, and how to improve the effectiveness of calibration decision-making. Finally, this paper discusses how to assess the impact of the management strategies on the strategic objective of maintaining positional accuracy without prohibitive impact upon machine availability.

II. MANAGEMENT OF INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE

Over recent years, maintenance management has changed, possibly more than any other management discipline [3]. The change is a response to increasing competition and higher value demands on manufacturing output. It also includes the growing awareness of the influence of machine breakdown on safety and the environment [3].

Manufacturing development needs to be supported by effective and efficient maintenance. The maintenance function has become more complex, involving technical and management skills and requiring the flexibility to cope within a dynamic business environment. Emphasis should be made on carefully implementing a well-considered maintenance strategy, since simply following the latest trends can lead to significant negative impact in terms of wasted time, money and morale. The purpose of maintenance management is to reduce the adverse effects of breakdown and to maximise the production system availability at minimum cost [4]. With the
increasing complexity of modern CNC machine tools, the correct maintenance policy is ever more critical to the ability of the manufacturing organisations to compete. In this respect, operations management, especially maintenance management, is taking on a wider organisational strategic role [5].

Total maintenance costs for different machine tools or production lines will vary, depending upon the type of work, complexity of the machine and age of the machine, etc. It is therefore critical to evaluate each machine individually as well as the holistic viewpoint to establish an appropriate maintenance policy for each machine and production line. It is important not to perform excessive maintenance activities [4]. As reported by Mather, there still remain many opportunities to bridge the gap between the philosophy and practical application of these strategies [6].

Maintenance management approaches have been studied and presented by different authors with varying perspective. In this paper, maintenance management methodologies and their application are redefined and discussed with respect to decision making for planning calibration of positional errors; the eventual aim is to develop a framework to support the process of implementing a predictive calibration program as a prime method for supporting a change of philosophy for machine tool positional accuracy maintenance.

There are three basic maintenance strategies: Corrective (Run-to failure) unplanned; preventative (time-based); and predictive (condition-based). Predictive Maintenance (PdM) is a strategy that includes feedback of the instantaneous condition of the machine and detects degradation before a fault becomes critical [7].

Although inspired by PdM, accuracy is difficult to monitor “live” with available technology so a periodic approach is required. It is therefore essential to apply the necessary technical knowledge along with management strategies and decision making skills [1]. Fig. 2 shows the periodic cycle of intermittent “quick checks” which eventually lead to a requirement (at time = t5) for more in-depth analysis through a full accuracy calibration.

Predictive Calibration (PdC) is a new methodology proposed to be analogous with, or indeed a subset of, a PdM strategy. Correctly implemented, it can achieve the same goal of sustaining the machine accuracy, but reduce the unnecessary downtime required for period calibration. It is intended to be a formalised approach applied to machine tools to measure and monitor any degradation in the mechanical parts to assist with maintaining the key performance indicator (KPI) of positioning accuracy, while having the added-value of revealing other maintenance issues such as wear in ball-screws, guide-ways, impending bearing failure, etc. Degradation of the machine condition over time can be extracted by analysis of the historic data from the machine. Such an inspection history may be provided by “quick check” tools such as artefact probing, double Ballbar or any other appropriate measurement technique. Such measurements take between a few minutes and an hour to run. Downtime cost must be traded-off against richness of data and required trending of daily perturbations in performance.

This can be achieved by establishing relevant secondary KPI’s associated with the measurement method that indicate degradation in overall machine accuracy performance. Setting appropriate tolerances then provides a trigger from these checks to instigate further intervention. Unambiguous analysis of the data is the basis of decision making for the machine to be corrected [7].

Although inspired by PdM, accuracy is difficult to monitor “live” with available technology so a periodic approach is required. It is therefore essential to apply the necessary technical knowledge along with management strategies and decision making skills [1]. Fig. 2 shows the periodic cycle of intermittent “quick checks” which eventually lead to a requirement (at time = t5) for more in-depth analysis through a full accuracy calibration.

Quality has always been one of the most important factors for achieving competitive advantage [8]. As a result, quality management theory is increasingly adopted in industry for
improving competitiveness and financial results. Total quality management (TQM) has been one of the most dominant methods for several years. Its goal is continuously improving organisations’ abilities to deliver high quality products and services to customers, thus meeting their requirements [9]. The evolution of other quality management methods like Lean Enterprise and Six Sigma: have given the manufacturing industry the options for selecting the most suitable strategy to meet their needs. Consequently, the right balance between each of these philosophies, allowing more flexibility to the users and their integration, continues to grow towards improving overall performance [10].

In some cases, Six Sigma could be the most appropriate backbone for maintenance management improvement and the deliverance of better organisation/machine performance and cost reduction. It seeks to eliminate all unnecessary steps from a company’s the processes. Six Sigma provides a structured approach to solving problems through the implementation of five phases; Define, Measure, Analyse, Improve and Control (DMAIC). Six Sigma has been described one of the World-Class processes, [11], meaning that it can be an optimal framework for the maintenance process. This assumes that it is comprehensive and understandable for all contributors in the process, and requires minimal implementation costs. It also implies that it is globally applicable and increases overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) of the technical systems, which ultimately leads to a greater profit for the business [11].

Applying Six Sigma to maintenance follows a standard method for a program: focus on the process and engage workers. Engaging the people who best understand the process includes both the maintenance personnel and the shop-floor operators. Operators who run the machines are a key resource for achieving higher machine uptime and overall effectiveness. It is commonly assumed that such preventive management techniques work better in large companies, especially those engaged in mass production [12]. The philosophy is more difficult to apply in small companies where the investment cost of implementation is difficult to justify, even though it might eventually lead to a reduction in lost revenues and overall downtime costs.

III. TPM

One approach to improving the maintenance activity performance is to implement the total productive maintenance (TPM) philosophy. Based on his own observations, Nakajima [13] developed the original approach of total productive maintenance (TPM) and introduced it in Japan in 1971.

A substantial amount of literature is available from various resources on the discussion of TPM (McCall [14]; Wang [15, 16]; McKone [17]; Ahuja and Khamba [18]; etc.). However, the available literature does not explicitly discuss the positional accuracy of the machine tool. There is also a large body of literature on the role of maintenance in measuring and improving maintenance performance. Some key review articles such as: Lofsten [4]; Garg [19]; Parida [20, 21]; Al-Naijar [22]; Alisyouf [23]; Al-Turki [24]; and Simoes [5].

Academics and industry experts have published articles and case studies to raise the profile of this methodology. Consequently, TPM has expanded greatly across the world [19]. According to Pedja and Rall, “One of the concepts which cannot be avoided in reaching World-Class maintenance in a company is the application of Total Productive Maintenance” [11]. While this statement can be challenged since it makes TPM an imperative rather than an option for success, it highlights the case for taking an holistic view of the management of a company’s resources.

TPM is an approach that organises all employees from top management to shop-floor workers. Nakajima argues that, “In discussing quality control, people often say that quality depends on process, Now, with increasing robotisation and automation it might be more appropriate to say that quality depends on equipment.” [13]. While this is true for highly automated industries, there remains a large proportion of manufacturing industry that relies on manually-serviced or semi-automatic production. Nevertheless, modern CNC machine tools are being given greater complexity that needs to be considered in this context.

The following five critical success elements have been defined for delivering benefits from TPM:

- Maximise equipment effectiveness.
- Establish a thorough system of preventative maintenance for the equipment’s entire life span.
- Involve all departments (engineering, operations, and maintenance).
- Involve all employees from top management to workers on shop-floor.
- Promote TPM through motivation management: autonomous small group activities.

These concepts can all be translated to the challenge of maintaining machine tool positional accuracy. There are many examples of TPM effectiveness [12] such as reduction of equipment breakdown of 2%, up to 26 % increase in equipment operation rates, 90% reduction in process defects and 40-50 % increase in labour productivity [13]. However, it has been reported to take an average of three years from the introduction of TPM to achieve such dramatic results. Some companies fail to reach this stage because they do not support the entire workforce or involve all levels of management [13]. These initiatives failed because they were applied piecemeal and so were rejected by those people who did not have ownership of the integration [12]. Restoring the equipment to its proper condition and educating workers about the equipment are therefore fundamental costs that the company should take into account.

IV. STRIVING FOR OEE - OVERALL EQUIPMENT EFFECTIVENESS

Setting understandable and quantifiable targets is a fundamental strategy for ensuring that all elements of the workforce can focus on a common goal. Key performance
indicators (KPIs) are measurable metrics that provide an essential common reference for comparison of achievement against target. The value placed upon a KPI must be sufficiently ambitious to drive change, but must be realistic or will lead to failure and constant “firefighting.”

A particular issue around machine tool accuracy is the existence of possibly conflicting KPIs. For example, when a machine is required to produce low volumes of products then the KPI for machine utilization might be low. This would allow plenty of time to carry out measurement tasks to ensure that accuracy levels were maintained at a high value. The converse is true; where high production rates are demanded, then this can affect the ability to meet accuracy maintenance targets. This problem is exacerbated where two independent departments have “ownership” of the conflicting KPIs; the maintenance department is required to ensure accuracy, while the production department is measured against production rate. This is why the company-wide approach is so important.

The result of TPM activities is made evident by measuring the Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE). Nakajima [13] identified the input factors as man, machine and material and the outputs comprised of production (P), quality (Q), cost (C), delivery (D), safety, health and environment (S), and morale (M). TPM strives to improve OEE by maximising output while minimising input, i.e. the Life Cycle Cost [13]. More clearly, TPM strives to maximise (PQCDSM) by maintaining ideal operation conditions and running equipment effectively. A machine, equipment or instrument that often breaks down, experiences speed losses, produced rejects or non-conformance parts is not operating effectively.

Fig. 3. Overall Equipment Effectiveness

To achieve OEE, TPM focuses on eliminating the six major equipment loss elements “six big losses” [12, 13], which are categorized in Fig. 3: breakdown due to equipment failures; setup and unnecessary adjustments; idling and minor stops; reduced speed; start-up rejects; and production rejects.

The final two “losses” are the quality related waste which can partly derive from the positional inaccuracy of the machine. Once again, a balance must be achieved between addressing these issues and the negative impact that the proactive tasks will have on downtime of the machine. A further conflict, which cannot be ignored, is that maximizing speed of production can have an adverse effect upon the accuracy of the machine.

Calibrating the machine regularly has a time penalty, but aims to produce better overall machine availability by reducing scrap and rework. Therefore, it will increase the effective operating time by eliminating the wasteful bad-production time. The machine availability will have a great influence on having better performance efficiency and as a result a higher quality rate of parts will be produced. In other words, maintaining the machine regularly should increase the OEE.

V. THE EIGHT PILLARS OF TPM

The Japan Institute of Plant Maintenance (JIPM) developed an eight pillar approach to TPM, as shown in Fig. 4 that is focused on achieving:

- Zero Accidents
- Zero Break-downs
- Zero Defects

Fig. 4. Eight pillar approach to TPM (source:[25])

The goal for each pillar is to reduce loss with the ultimate aim of elimination of all losses. The overall process is a long term structure to support the cultural change within the industry. These pillars form an organised structure that bridges the gap in a way of managing change to ensure the industry sustains improved results for the future. The way in which these pillars are applied to machine tool calibration is detailed below.

A. Focussed Improvement

The first pillar of TPM is focused improvement, which is based on the belief that, “it can always be better.” In order for an industry to maintain maximal efficiency and availability of all its machines, it needs a different approach from the traditional concept of maintenance management. This must
take into account the entire organization as a man-machine-environment. It must also apply continual measures to prevent all losses, while improving maintenance processes.

This pillar provides a structured, team-based approach in order to eliminate losses in any process [25].

The focused improvement pillar can reduce defects and machine inaccuracy by developing the capabilities of teams to be self-sufficient in applying appropriate problem solving, as well as improving safety performance through to eliminating losses. It also ensures that the approach taken is repeatable and consistent, to assure sustainability [25].

B. Autonomous Maintenance

The second of the eight pillars of TPM is autonomous maintenance. This pillar aims to increase the skill levels of maintenance personnel so they can better understand, manage and improve their machines and the production process. The objective is to change workers from being reactive to working in a more proactive way [25], to achieve optimal conditions that eliminate stops as well as reducing the production of non-conformance parts, rejects and machine failures.

For instance, a CNC machine tool operator might traditionally react to inaccuracies in a part by making minor adjustment to the machine’s set up or an offset in the part program. It is also quite common for an operator to “override” a feed-rate to increase production rates, or override a spindle speed command if the machining process “sounds” wrong. However, such a course of action, when taken in isolation, can have serious ramifications. Although a change in procedure can benefit a particular job, it could make some other jobs worse, or at least could mask an underlying problem. These undocumented reactive measures should be eliminated as part of autonomous maintenance. Instead, the knowledge and experience of the operator should be embraced to inform the maintenance department of potential issues developing on the machine.

C. Planned maintenance

The third pillar of TPM is planned maintenance. It provides a structure that follows an approach to establish clear maintenance plans that improves the machine reliability at optimum cost. A highly skilled maintenance team leads the planned maintenance activities and they should be able to provide a clear evaluation of the current maintenance performance and costs to set the focus for the pillar activity [25]. Both autonomous and planned maintenance go hand in hand together to support each other to establish a sustainable standard basic condition and the team focuses on eliminating the causes of the machine positional errors, machine deterioration or imminent failure. The maintenance team identifies the optimum strategy for maintaining the machine, starting with a preventative (Time-based) maintenance strategy then introducing predictive maintenance where appropriate [25].

D. Training and education

Training and educating workers is essential in order to change the culture of the company. Good education will alter the way the workers react when changes are proposed. For example, the knowledge and skills of maintenance technicians may be useful to further improve the detail of the maintenance plan [19]. However, this wealth of experience can only be exploited if all parties communicate with a common language and reference frame. This pillar ensures that employees are trained in the skills identified as necessary both for their personal development and for the effective deployment of TPM; without sufficient education, the impact of the other pillars will not be sustainable [25].

Machine tool accuracy is affected by a complex interaction of many factors. Therefore, education in the fundamentals of the issue and training in specific maintenance tasks must precede implementation of changes to maintenance procedures. The maintenance technicians should be given full training in order to eliminate any misinterpreting, false readings and therefore false reaction. Machine operators should be suitably informed of the reasons that maintenance technicians are performing measurement jobs on their machines so that they can provide support evidence for any root cause analysis. Product designers need to understand the true capability of machines so that they can tailor their designs according to available assets, or else specify that new equipment is required to meet their exacting demands.

E. Quality Maintenance

This pillar stresses that everyone is responsible for maintaining optimal quality conditions and striving for zero defects. Operators and maintenance workers must have the essential capability to sustain the quality of machine conditions so that they can rectify any machine deterioration and eliminate any process problems.

Critical to the success of maintaining machine tool accuracy is the need for the measurement action to be done properly. Measurement tools must be kept protected, clean and tidy to a level that is not always seen with other maintenance tools. For example, some maintenance workers keep dial/digital test indicators, able to measure with ten micron resolution, unprotected in their tool boxes alongside spanners and screw drivers. In this situation, without proper use and storage, no subsequent measurement could be relied upon.

F. Office TPM

Office TPM is a very important pillar that concentrates on all areas that provide administrative and support functions in the whole industry. This plays an important role in scheduling measurement tasks, collating and safely storing data, etc. This function allows a single measurement to become part of a company-wide investigation, maximising the value of the measurement time.
G. Safety, Health and Environment

Safety, health and the environment pillar aims to eliminate the root of causes of incidents and reduce the risk of future potential incidents. It targets workers’ behaviour, machine conditions and the management system. It can prevent the recurrence of lost time incidents and reduce the number of minor incidents. The benefit of this is a financial saving in the cost of investigation and compensation as well as reputational impact [25].

Recent trends in distributing the measurement tasks for machine quick checks have led to higher requirement for health and safety. For instance, the double ball bar is a tool that can be used by machine tool operators, but which traditionally required that the machine doors be open to allow the data capture wire to be connected to a PC. In recent years, Renishaw plc developed a wireless version of the device (QC-20w) so that it can be operated without the need for safety doors to be open.

Presently, more complicated measurements using, for example, a laser interferometer are more difficult to be achieved with the machine doors closed. They are run under special maintenance modes by expert personnel. However, this could be improved by modifying the machine tool to allow access for the laser without interfering with the safety systems.

VI. PREDICTIVE CALIBRATION SCENARIO

A strong case is required to justify the period of downtime for machine tool calibration if the machine is producing the quantity of parts desired within its nominal tolerance. A new method for maintaining machine tool accuracy that is complimentary to the predictive maintenance paradigm is required. This strategy, called predictive calibration, is a methodology that depends on the prediction of the degradation in machine tool accuracy based upon regular data capture. It is shown in Fig. 5.

Predictive calibration is a methodology that depends on the prediction of the degradation in machine tool accuracy based upon regular data capture. It is a new method of identifying indirect boundaries of machine tool working tolerance. These boundaries reflect the degradation level corresponding to production capacities and the resultant effect on the quality of the part produced. Although introducing such a strategy will introduce a new cost, the aim is to offset this investment by optimising the operational efficiency and reducing the overall downtime cost due to unexpected and unplanned quality issues of the machine. The further benefit is that, being in control of the machine accuracy, it will reduce the overall downtime of a manufacturing facility by being able to eliminate the machine as a root cause of any failure later in the production process.

The main objective is achieved by monitoring the condition of the machine tool by collecting data using quick check measurement techniques or monitoring post-process quality data. Calibration should, therefore, be driven by the data measured from either the machine or the part. Building a database of inspection history by measuring the machine on a regular basis, with relatively non-invasive methods, will make the decision of scheduling extensive calibration a better informed process [1].

![Fig. 5. Predictive calibration process](image)

VII. MAINTENANCE STRATEGY AS PART OF AN HOLISTIC PROCESS

Statistical data describing the frequency of failures can be summarised in what is called a “bathtub curve,” illustrated in Fig. 6. The bathtub curve is a well-known theoretical representation of the mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) profile over a product lifecycle. It indicates that a new product (in this case machine tool) has a high likelihood of failure due to design errors and/or installation problems throughout the first few weeks of operation. These failures are referred to as “wear in” failures [26]. After this initial period, the likelihood of failure is relatively low for a relatively extended period of operation. This period of low risk of failure is known as the “normal wear” period that represents most of the life of the machine tool. After this normal period, the machine gradually reaches the end of its designed life and the chance of failure increases with time. This is called “wear-out” failures [26, 27].

Preventative and predictive maintenance (accuracy-based), consists of deciding whether or not to maintain a system according to its state [19]. They are effective proactive counter measures for machine failures. However, there are some machine early design errors and other accidental errors caused primarily by operation errors. All these could be reduced efficiently by the implementation of TPM. The success of TPM in this case depends on the cooperation of all departments by ensuring that the installation, wearing-in and service life of the machine are managed to limit breakdowns and accuracy failures.

The bathtub curve drawn to represent any particular machine tool is dependent upon a number of factors including: how many other machines of that type have been produced by the original equipment manufacturer (OEM); how many have been used by the end-user of the system; what variance there is in production types; complexity of the machine; age of the facility; etc.

Often, the performance, repeatability and precision designed into machine tools is assumed to be guaranteed from the OEM facility to the end-user’s factory. However, this is not
always the case. Furthermore, proper installation, in a manner designed specifically to meet the machine’s requirements, is essential to minimize the wear-in accuracy failures. An important aspect is the foundation and subsoil onto which the machine is installed. It is an essential aspect of attaining optimal performance with the machine tools, but is often not considered as a measurable property of the machine. Nevertheless, there are many cases where the main cause for excessive maintenance or scrap at an early stage of the machine’s life was due to unmonitored settling of the foundations. Normal accuracy wear also derives from an installation that did not provide satisfactory support or isolation against shock and vibration [28].

Fig. 6. Typical bathtub curve and machine failure counter measures [13]

Other factors that could affect the early part of the machine’s working life include the unexpected effects from nearby manufacturing operations including heavy presses, moving cranes, local transport infrastructure, etc. Not every machine is affected by such perturbations, but without comprehensive accuracy monitoring, a new machine can produce unexpectedly poor performance due to such effects.

Early-life incidents occur dynamically and unpredictably while the machine is being integrated into the production processes. Programming/operator errors due to unfamiliarity can increase the likelihood of collisions. Such events make the new machine tool have a high likelihood of sudden accuracy change throughout the first few weeks of machine operation and cause operation problems that interrupt the production process introduce delays in the working schedule plan. For instance, a collision problem could damage the machine guide-ways or the ball-screw. Consequently, the accuracy of the machine tool deviates resulting in manufacturing error. Reactive maintenance would not see this error until after it had occurred. Worse still, since the machine is only being “learned” by the company, it is likely that root cause analysis will focus on other aspects of the production loop, such as programming or fixturing, rather than the new machine. Therefore, this is one of the most critical periods of the machine lifecycle to have a good understanding of the machine accuracy KPI. Benchmarking the machine at the point of installation (or preferably the point of assembly, which might be at the OEM’s facility) is an essential factor to enabling the new predictive calibration strategy to handle out-of-ordinary events.

These early problems could be mitigated through designers and operators experience. When installing a similar machine on subsequent occasions, the initial phase of the machine’s life should be less arduous.

One of the main contributing factors to the cost of a calibration is the downtime of the machine tool, which is often perceived to be a barrier to implementing predictive calibration [2]. Both economic and performance aspects need to be considered in order to make a decision in support of machine checking and particular positional error handling policies [1]. Financial reductions can be achieved when using preventative and predictive calibration in collaboration with TPM. Such techniques are intended to leading to a better maintenance activity performance that can provide benefits to different volumes and value of manufacturing productivity [2].

VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Maintenance is a strategic concern in high value manufacturing. To achieve an optimal, cost-effective maintenance approach, the analysis of failures and development and use of applicable mathematical cost algorithms is essential. The performance of a machine tool or group of machine tools depends not only on the design, layout and operation, but also on effective calibration and maintenance of the machines during their operational lifetime.

Advanced manufacturing technologies and modern metrology introduces key factors such as downtime and product quality when measuring maintenance effectiveness. Considerations of safety and environmental sustainability of manufacturing facilities have also become increasingly important. Waste in manufacturing, scrapped raw materials, energy and consumables during re-machining all have a significant cost and negative impact on the environment.

Product inaccuracy can be derived from many factors. One of these is the machine tool on which the part is produced. Errors in the machine can also be caused by many factors. These can be worst during the early life of the machine. Design, installation and operation problems, poor measuring techniques, poor measuring equipment and misinterpretation of measuring data could lead to machine inaccuracy or incorrectly ascribing product inaccuracy to the machine. A scientific approach to measurement is essential for minimising uncertainties and aiming for better decision making.

Performance, repeatability, and precision designed into today’s sophisticated machine tools cannot be delivered without proper installation in a manner designed specifically to meet the machine’s requirements. Predictive calibration is a technique which helps to facilitate greater control of manufacturing accuracy issues and diagnosis of the cause of out of tolerance parts. In turn, this leads to a reduction in
machine tool downtime and facilitates traceable inspection on the machine, increasing overall efficiency.

Defining KPI’s is a common management tool. Performance metrics provide an essential common platform for comparison, based on which improvements can be sought for any individual indicator. Performance metrics assist in establishing benchmarks that provide guidance to management in decision-making and indicate the success of current facility management practices. Furthermore, authentic, well-defined, and compatible performance indicators should be the backbone of strategies for analysis and decision-making.

It has been accepted over the last sixty years that the total productive maintenance management technique saves a significant amount of money in lost production, reduces waste production and can extend machine lifetime.

The article presented review of maintenance management methodologies, in particular TPM, and their application to positional error calibration decision-making. This paper is oriented to predictive calibration as a proactive approach to addressing machine tool inaccuracy and the problem of the decision making process and therefore the importance to make distinction between incidents and the need for on machine checking, preventive and predictive calibration. This work seeks to redefines the role of maintenance management methods and develops a framework to support the process of implementing a predictive calibration program as a prime method to supporting the change of philosophy for machine tool calibration decision making. This paper discusses some examples of the different TPM pillars for the problem of machine tool position accuracy maintenance.
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